
The week full of discounts continues 

2023 7 December

In honor of Constitution Day we are giving 20% discount on all routes! The
promotion will last one day – December 8, 2023 till 23:59. 

You can purchase discounted tickets on the website, at the airline's agents and at
Uzbekistan Airways Sales branch, which is now located at 9 Shota Rustaveli Street,
Yakkasaray District, Tashkent City.

Detailed conditions of promotion:

1. The promotion period is December 8, 2023 from 00:00 to 23:59;
2. Destination - all regular flights of the airline where HY is the flight operator

(including domestic flights);
3. Provided discount amount:

for adults - 20% of the fare;
for children from 2 to 12 years old and children under 2 years old, occupying a
seat in the cabin - 20% of the published fare with a child discount;
for children under 2 years old and not occupying a seat in the cabin, this
discount is not presented;

4. In the case of a refund/rebooking/reissue, the discount provided to the fare
does not apply to the fees charged for the refund/rebooking/NO-SHOW, for
children it is charged in the prescribed manner (using a 25% discount).

5. In case of reissue/rebooking of completely unused air tickets issued with a
discount, it is necessary to upgrade to the full fare level without applying
discounts. The exception is an upgrade to the service class for accumulated
points from paid fares B and Y to Z;

6. In case of reissuance/rebooking airline tickets issued earlier on December 8,
2023, the discount is not applied to the fare;

7. In case of reissuance/rebooking airline tickets issued earlier on December 7,
2023, the discount is not applied to the fare;

8. The period of transportation is not limited (the period of validity of the
transportation is determined by the rules of the applicable fare, issuing air



tickets is allowed according to the depth of the published schedule);
9. Combining discounts is prohibited, except for children;

10. The discount is allowed for individual business and economy class fares, as well
as for economy and business class fares for through transportation on all
scheduled HY flights (including domestic ones). Not applicable on CodeShare
flights, for fares published under commercial agreements (SPAs), as well as on
flights of Uzbekistan Helicopters LLC and Silk Avia; 


